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I. INTRODUCTION

This work introduces a way to build up and use an extensive sensor-independent object model database. In a first step, a cost-effective and computationally cheap way to create colored point cloud models from common household objects by using a Microsoft Kinect camera [1] is presented. Those object models are stored in a world-wide accessible, distributed database called RoboEarth [2], [3]. Finally, the models are used for recognizing the corresponding objects with any kind of camera. In the presented implementation the demonstration was done with both a Kinect and common RGB cameras. The implementation is available as a set of ROS [4] packages.

A. Related work

There are multiple instances of 3D object databases available on the Internet today. Popular examples include Google 3D Warehouse [5], the KIT object model database [6] or Willow Garage’s household objects SQL database [7]. A common property of these databases is that the object models are stored as triangular meshes. They are mostly of high quality, but object creation requires either a lot of manual work or expensive scanning equipment.

In contrast, the focus of the work presented in this video is on providing a simple and cost-effective way to create object models for object recognition and pose estimation. Instead of triangular meshes, object models are stored as 3D colored point clouds.

II. RECORDING ARBITRARY OBJECTS

For the object recording process the Kinect camera is used in conjunction with a marker pattern. Before starting the object recording process, the target object is placed in the center of the predefined marker pattern on a table (see Fig. 1(a)). Subsequently, the marker pattern is rotated slowly by the user so that the Kinect camera records the object from different views.

The ARToolkit library [8] is used to extract the approximate positions of the markers in the camera’s RGB image. To further improve the precision, two lines are selected that cross in the center of the marker. Using the depth information from the Kinect, we sample at least six 3D points from each line and apply a least-square fitting approach to estimate the line parameters and the marker’s position. The intersection point of these two lines gives a better estimation for the respective marker’s center point. In case the lines do not meet, the marker’s center point is defined as the point where the distance of both lines is minimal, as long as this distance is below a given threshold.

To discard implausible marker positions, we compare the detected marker positions with the a-priori known relative distances between the markers on the marker template. If at least three of the detected marker center points are classified as plausible in this manner, a coordinate system is established with its origin in the center of the marker pattern by applying the Gram-Schmidt process (e.g. in [9]).

Finally, the different recordings can be transformed into the marker pattern coordinate system and merged into the final object model (see Fig. 1(b) for an example). For further details on this we refer to [10].

III. DATABASE

In the next step, the data created in the recording process is compressed and uploaded to the RoboEarth database, a Hadoop-based distributed database accessible over the Internet2. The user may annotate the recordings with an object class, name and a free-form, human-readable description. Also, a simple OWL description is generated and uploaded to make the model usable in future knowledge processing. We use KnowRob [11] as knowledge processing framework. The description of the database can be found in [12].

IV. OBJECT DETECTION AND POSE ESTIMATION

The user may download one or more of the object model files stored in the RoboEarth database and use them for...
object recognition and object pose estimation. Each object model consists of several recordings from different points of view. For each recording, a 3D point cloud along with the SURF features [13] associated to some of those points are stored.

There are currently two different algorithms implemented that make use of the objects stored in the database, one for using common RGB cameras and another one for use with the Kinect. Though the recognition process could be moved onto the RoboEarth servers, they are currently implemented to run on the client side. In principle the models can be used with any kind of camera.

### A. RGB camera

When an image is acquired with an RGB camera, SURF features are extracted. Then correspondences are calculated between each view of the object model and the camera image. Using the RANSAC algorithm, at least five correspondences that describe a valid transformation from the model image to the camera image are searched, and the object pose is estimated by solving the Perspective-N-Point problem. This approach is described in detail in [14].

### B. Kinect camera

The detection method employed for use with a Kinect sensor is similar to the method presented in the previous subsection. In this case, the pose is estimated with a rigid transformation between the model and the camera point clouds. Additionally, the depth information for the feature points estimated in the camera image is used to compare the distances between given feature points with the distances in the respective object model feature points. This check is used to discard more implausible correspondences. An example for successful pose estimation in a point cloud acquired from a Kinect camera is shown in Fig. 2.

### V. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented an approach to create 3D object models for robotic and vision applications in a fast and inexpensive way compared to established approaches. By using the RoboEarth system for storing the created object models users have world-wide access to the data and can immediately reuse a model as soon as it was created and uploaded. The approach shows general applicability for different kinds of cameras. In this work this was shown by two example implementations for the recognition process of objects. The quality of the recognition can be verified in the video. Combined with the knowledge saved in the RoboEarth database the objects can also be properly classified.

The complete software in conjunction with the RoboEarth platform is already available for download. For further details please see [2].
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